SkillsUSA – Technical Drafting Competition
Title Block Layout
Before you arrive for the Technical Drafting Competition, the Title Block must be 100%
complete and ready for use. The requirements of the Title Block are noted below.
Overview:
Create a title block such that it will fit on an 11” x 17” (B-size) sheet of paper in a landscape orientation.
Text Information:
Unless otherwise specified, all title block section labels are to be 0.104” tall. All text entered into the title
block area for each specific section must be 0.125” tall, bold, and fit within the allotted space provided.
Remember to always use a font that is readable & appropriate for mechanical drawings, such as sans-serif
fonts like Arial, Romans, etc.

Instructions:

`

1. Create a 16” x 10” border so that it will fit centered on the sheet. (The lower right hand corner will be
referred to as the reference corner.)
2. Make a horizontal line 8” long and 1.5” up from the bottom border line, with one end of the line coincident
with the right edge of the border line.
3. Draw a vertical line that is 1.5” long and 3” to the left of the reference corner, with one end of the line
coincident with the bottom edge of the border line.
4. Create two more duplicate vertical lines such that they are spaced 6” & 8” respectively from the reference
corner. You should now have a rectangular shape that measures 1.5” tall and 8” wide and that is divided into 3
major vertical portions.

5. In the reference corner, create a 3” long horizontal line spaced 0.375” up from the bottom border line, with
one end of the line coincident with the right edge of the border line.
6. Create a duplicate parallel line 0.375” up from the before mentioned line, with one end of the line
coincident with the right edge of the border line.
7. Equally divide the middle portion of the title block rectangle into 4 horizontal sections.
8. Equally divide the last left portion of the title block rectangle into 2 horizontal sections.

9. The vertical portion that is closest to the reference corner will be called portion #1. Portion #2 is located
immediately to the left of portion #1, and portion #3 is located to the left of portion #2. In portion #1, label the
three boxes (starting with the top one) with Drawing Name:, Contestant #:, and Contestant Initials:.

10. In portion #2, label the four boxes (starting with the top one) with Weight:, Material:, Scale:, and Drawing
Number:.
11. In the SCALE: box, further divide it by putting in a vertical line that is 1.32” to the left of its RH end. Label
this new box as Sht No.:.
12. In portion #3, label the two boxes as shown below. Tolerance notes are to be 0.06” tall, the label SkillsUSA
is to be 0.25” tall and bold, and the city and state are to be .125” tall. Everyone’s drawings shall list
“LEESBURG, VA”, not your home town and state.

When you arrive for the competition, update the title block by
placing your contestant number inside the lower left corner of the
drawing border.
Every document that is submitted for judging must have this title block format for points to be awarded.

